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SUMMARY

Naive human induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) can be generated by reprogramming somatic cells with
Sendai virus (SeV) vectors. However, only dermal fibroblasts have been successfully reprogrammed this way,
and the process requires culture on feeder cells. Moreover, SeV vectors are highly persistent and inhibit sub-
sequent differentiation of iPSCs. Here, we report a modified SeV vector system to generate transgene-free
naive human iPSCs with superior differentiation potential. The modified method can be applied not only to
fibroblasts but also to other somatic cell types. SeV vectors disappear quickly at early passages, and this
approach enables the generation of naive iPSCs in a feeder-free culture. The naive iPSCs generated by
this method show better differentiation to trilineage and extra-embryonic trophectoderm than those derived
by conventional methods. This method can expand the application of iPSCs to research on early human
development and regenerative medicine.

INTRODUCTION

Human induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) generated from

somatic cells by conventional reprogramming methods possess

‘‘primed pluripotency’’ and resemble the post-implantation

epiblast with restricted differential potency to extra-embryonic

tissues. This is because fate determination of extra-embryonic

tissues occurs prior to implantation. In contrast, naive human

iPSCs resemble the pre-implantation epiblast and can differen-

tiate into both embryonic and extra-embryonic lineages, charac-

teristics known as ‘‘naive pluripotency’’ (Nichols and Smith,

2009; Weinberger et al., 2016). Many methods have been re-

ported to generate naive human iPSCs from primed human

iPSCs by introducing several pluripotency genes, cytokines, or

chemicals (Guo et al., 2017; Takashima et al., 2014; Theunissen

et al., 2014). However, these methods are time consuming and

inefficient.

To solve this problem, several recent reports directly gener-

ated naive human iPSCs by introducing the four reprogramming

factors—OCT4, SOX2, KLF4, and CMYC (OSKM)—into human

dermal fibroblasts (HDFs) using Sendai virus (SeV) vectors (Ki-

lens et al., 2018; Liu et al., 2017, 2021). SeV vectors have high

infection efficiency, assert early and strong gene expression,

and show no risk of genomic integration (Fusaki et al., 2009; Li

et al., 2000). However, the SeV genome expression frequently

persists at high levels in naive iPSCs after reprogramming, re-

sulting in reduced trilineage differentiation potency compared

with primed iPSCs (Liu et al., 2017). Moreover, continuous

MOTIVATION Although a method to establish naive human iPSCs directly from somatic cells using SeV
vectors has been reported, it requires the use of dermal fibroblasts on feeder cells as a starting population.
Furthermore, the SeV vector persists in the iPSCs after generation, limiting their differentiation potency. To
solve these problems, we developed a SeV vector system that enables the generation of naive iPSCs from a
variety of somatic cells, including under feeder-free conditions. Moreover, the method enables rapid
removal of SeV vectors after iPSC generation, resulting in a superior differentiation potency.
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expression of the exogenous reprogramming factorsmay induce

tumorigenicity, which is a serious hurdle in cell therapy (Ben-Da-

vid and Benvenisty, 2011; Kono et al., 2019; Okita et al., 2007).

SeV and other exogenous vectors can be removed by isolating

single clones by manual colony picking (Takahashi et al.,

2007), but this approach is difficult for naive human iPSCs

because colonies are much smaller than those of primed iPSCs.

Overall, no reliable methods to remove SeV vectors from naive

human iPSCs have been reported. Thus, further optimization of

naive iPSC reprogramming methods is essential to improve the

study of early development and to enable their use in regenera-

tive medicine.

In this study, we developed a system to significantly accel-

erate SeV removal by improving the structure of the SeV vector.

This method enables removal of SeV vectors by simply changing

the culture temperature after generating naive and primed hu-

man iPSCs. In addition, using OCT4, SOX2, KLF4, and LMYC

as reprogramming factors, we were able to obtain naive iPSCs

not only from dermal fibroblasts but also from peripheral blood

mononuclear cells (PBMCs), and the resulting iPSCs possessed

better differentiation propensity than those generated by con-

ventional methods.

RESULTS

We first transduced HDFs or PBMCs with the CytoTune-iPS 2.0

SeV reprogramming kit, containing three vectors, SeV(PM)KOS/

TS12DF (SeV-KOS), SeV(HNL)CMYC/TS15DF (SeV-CMYC), and

SeV18 +KLF4/TSDF (SeV-KLF4), at 37�C, as previously reported
(Kilens et al., 2018; Liu et al., 2017). As expected, wewere able to

generate naive iPSCs from HDFs (nCT2.0_1–3) but not from

PBMCs (Figure S1A). We therefore substituted the proto-onco-

gene CMYC with LMYC (SeV-LMYC), which is reported to be

more efficient in human iPSC reprogramming (Nakagawa et al.,

2008, 2010). Importantly, using this modified CytoTune-iPS

2.0L, consisting of SeV-KOS, SeV-LMYC, and SeV-KLF4, we

succeeded in deriving naive human iPSCs from both HDFs

(nCT2.0L_1–2) and PBMCs (nCT2.0L_3–4) (Figure S1B).

Next, we collected cells at each passage and measured the

amount of remaining SeV genome by real-time quantitative

PCR (qPCR). We found that expression of the SeV genome per-

sisted in all clones, and in some cell lines, the expression level

was equal to or even greater than the housekeeping gene

GAPDH (Figure 1A). We confirmed the existence of residual

SeV in the established naive human iPSCs by immunocytochem-

istry (Figure S1C). All three SeV vectors persisted in all clones

(Figure S1D).

We hypothesized that the observed retention of SeV vectors

may be attributable to the structure of SeV-TSDF, which forms

the backbone of the SeV-KLF4/TS vector. SeV-TSDF has only

one mutation in the viral polymerase (P) gene (Figure S1E) and

possess very weak temperature sensitivity; therefore, it is diffi-

cult to remove from infected cells by raising the temperature, un-

like the SeV-TS12DF and SeV-TS15DF vectors (Ban et al., 2011).

Since the SeV vectors share polymerase and other viral proteins

in mixed infection, persistent expression of the TSDF vector may

lead to sustained expression of the other two vectors.

To test this hypothesis, we generated three types of modified

SeV-KLF4 vectors: SeV18 + KLF4/TS12DF (SeV-KLF4/TS12),

SeV18 + KLF4/PmiR367T2/TSDF (SeV-KLF4/miR/TS), and

SeV18 + KLF4/PmiR367T2/TS12DF (SeV-KLF4/miR/TS12) (Fig-

ure 1B). The SeV-KLF4/TS12 vector is constructed on the SeV-

TS12DF vector, which has extra point mutations in the polymer-

ase gene to enhance temperature sensitivity (Figure 1B) (Ban

et al., 2011). The SeV-KLF4/miR/TS vector has the hsa-micro-

RNA-367 (miR-367) target sequence inserted in tandem on the

50 side of the P gene of the SeV vector genome (Figure 1B).

miR-367 has been shown to be specifically expressed in primed

human PSCs (Zhang et al., 2015), andwe confirmed that it is also

expressed in naive human PSCs (Figure S1F). Thus, we ex-

pected that the addition of the miR-367 target sequence would

facilitate more rapid vector removal after reprogramming to

naive and primed PSCs because both express miR-367. In the

SeV-KLF4/miR/TS12 vector, we incorporated both the TS12

backbone and the miR-367 target sequence to further facilitate

vector removal (Figure 1B).

We compared the reprogramming efficiency of these modified

vectors. It was previously reported that a high MOI was required

to generate iPSCs from HDFs when all reprogramming factors

were delivered by temperature-sensitive SeV vectors at 37�C,
probably due to the loss of most vectors before completion of

the reprogramming (Ban et al., 2011). Therefore, we cultured

cells at 35�C from the time of infection until day 14, when we per-

formed the first passage of naive iPSCs. Then, the culture

Figure 1. Reprogramming HDFs and PBMCs into naive human iPSCs with a fast SeV vector removal system andmodified SeV-KLF4 vectors

(A) qPCR analysis of SeV genome expression in naive iPSCs reprogrammed with the CytoTune 2.0 or 2.0L SeV reprogramming kit using TaqMan probes. Values

are normalized to GAPDH expression and shown as the mean ± SD. n = 3 for each point.

(B) Schematic structure of the SeV vectors and themodified reprogramming cocktail. We changed the SeV18 + KLF4/TSDF (KLF4/TS) vector in the CytoTune-2.0

or 2.0L reprogramming kit to one of three modified vectors: SeV18 + KLF4/TS12DF (KLF4/TS12), SeV18 + KLF4/PmiR367T2/TSDF (KLF4/miR/TS), or SeV18 +

KLF4/PmiR367T2/TS12DF (KLF4/miR/TS12). KLF4/miR/TS12 was developed for this study.

(C) Experimental design for the derivation of naive human iPSCs from HDFs or PBMCs using the modified SeV-OSKL cocktail and incubation temperature shift

after the generation of naive human iPSCs.

(D) Number of naive human iPSC colonies generated from HDFs at day 14. Each of the SeV-KLF4/TS vectors was co-infected with SeV-KOS and SeV-LMYC.

Data are shown as the mean ± SD. n = 3. *p < 0.05.

(E) qPCR analysis of SeV genome expression in naive iPSCs derived fromHDFs reprogrammedwith SeV-KOS, SeV-LMYC, and the respective SeV-KLF4 vectors

using TaqMan probes. Data are shown as the mean ± SD. n = 3 of each point.

(F) qPCR analysis of SeV genome expression in HDF-derived naive iPSCs (nOSKL_1, 2) and PBMC-derived naive iPSCs (nOSKL_3, 4) reprogrammed with SeV-

KOS, SeV-LMYC, and SeV-KLF4/miR/TS12 vectors at days 14 and 34 using TaqMan probes. Data are shown as the mean ± SD. n = 3.

(G) Representative phase-contrast images of naive iPSCs reprogrammed with SeV-KOS, SeV-LMYC, and SeV-KLF4/miR/TS12 vectors on iMEF feeder cells or in

feeder-free conditions. Scale bars, 200 mm.
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temperature was raised to 38�C to remove the SeV vectors (Fig-

ure 1C). Reprogramming HDFs using SeV-KOS, SeV-LMYC, and

the modified SeV-KLF4 vectors led to the appearance of naive

iPSC colonies at around day 10, which is consistent with the con-

ventional method using the SeV-KLF4/TS vector. We found that

OSKL cocktails with SeV-KLF4/TS12 or SeV-KLF4/miR/TS12

showed significantly higher reprogramming efficiency than

SeV-KL4/TS at day 14 under 35�C culture (Figure 1D).

We then assessed residual SeV vectors in naive iPSCs gener-

ated by the modified vectors using qPCR that could detect a sin-

gle SeV-positive cell in 1 3 106 SeV-negative cells (Figure S1G).

After the temperature shift at day 14, cells infected with the SeV-

KLF4/TS12, SeV-KLF4/miR/TS, and SeV-KLF4/miR/TS12 vec-

tors showed rapid clearance of the SeV genome, reaching the

limit of detection limit at day 34 (Figure 1E). In contrast, SeV-

KLF4/TS levels decreasedmore slowly and remained detectable

even at day 42. Thus, the modified SeV vectors can be removed

efficiently after reprogramming to naive iPSCs.

We then further characterized the reprogramming capacity of

the SeV-KLF4/miR/TS12 vector. We were able to generate

naive iPSC clones not only from HDFs (nOSKL_1, 2) but also

from PBMCs (nOSKL_3, 4), in which SeV disappeared at day

34 (Figure 1F). We also succeeded in establishing and main-

taining feeder-free naive iPSCs from HDFs (nOSKL_FF_1,2) us-

ing t2iLGö medium, conditioned by exposure to irradiated

mouse embryonic fibroblasts (iMEFs), from the beginning of

the reprogramming process (Figure 1G). Notably, this method

could also be applied to the generation of primed iPSCs. Using

protocols similar to that for naive iPSC generation, we were

able to generate SeV-negative primed human iPSC colonies

by the third passage (day 41) without colony picking for the se-

lection of SeV-negative colonies (Figure S1H). These results

demonstrate the utility of the SeV-KLF4/miR/TS12 vector in

multiple applications.

Next, we validated the naive pluripotency of the generated

nOSKL-iPSCs. For comparison, we sampled primed human

iPSCs (OSKL_1–4) derived from the same somatic cells as

nOSKL-iPSCs, primed WA09 H9 embryonic stem cells (ESCs;

H9), primed 201B7 iPSCs (201B7), and reset naive H9 ESCs

(nH9) (Takashima et al., 2014), which were converted from the

primed to the naive state by overexpressing KLF2 and NANOG

and maintained in the same conditions as nOSKL-iPSCs. We

confirmed that nOSKL-iPSCs exhibited pluripotency marker

expression (Figure 2A) and enhanced mitochondrial gene

expression related to oxidative phosphorylation (Figure 2B)

that were nearly identical to nH9 cells. Then, we compared the

transcriptome of nOSKL-iPSCs with primed PSCs and previ-

ously published datasets from reset naive PSCs and the human

inner cell mass (Takashima et al., 2014; Theunissen et al., 2014;

Yan et al., 2013). A principal-component analysis (PCA) revealed

that nOSKL-iPSCs were clearly distinguished from primed PSCs

and shared almost identical characteristics with nH9 cells (Fig-

ure 2C). We also confirmed that nOSKL-iPSCs showed X chro-

mosome reactivation (Figure 2D and 2E) (Balaton et al., 2015;

Sahakyan et al., 2017) and a global DNA hypomethylation status

compared with primed PSCs (Figure 2F and 2G) (Theunissen

et al., 2016). These observations confirmed the naive status of

nOSKL-iPSCs.

Previous reports demonstrated that naive human PSCs show

various abnormal karyotypes more frequently than primed

PSCs, and some cell lines show more than 50% abnormal kar-

yotype even after fewer than 10 passages (Liu et al., 2017;

Pastor et al., 2016; Theunissen et al., 2014). To examine the

genome integrity of the naive iPSCs generated in this study,

we performed SNP genotyping arrays of naive human iPSCs

including feeder-free naive iPSCs by detecting copy-number

variations (CNVs) in their genome. We also examined the

source cells for each line to identify the genomic aberrations

that occurred after reprogramming (Figures S2A and S2B). All

naive PSCs except nOSKL_3 showed that various CNVs

emerged after reprogramming to naive pluripotency, and those

with a higher number of passages such as nH9 and nOSKL_1

tended to accumulate more abnormalities. Thus, our method

did not appear to improve genome stability in either on-feeder

or feeder-free naive iPSCs.

Next, to examine the trilineage differentiation potential of

naive PSCs, we differentiated them to form embryoid bodies

(EBs) (Figure 3A). All cell lines formed EBs, but their

morphology differed between SeV (�) naive PSCs and SeV

(+) naive iPSCs. The EBs generated from SeV (�) PSCs were

often uniformly spherical in shape, whereas EBs generated

from SeV (+) iPSCs were larger and tended to have irregular

margins and lobes. We then quantified trilineage differentiation

ability and residual pluripotent marker gene expression of

Figure 2. Hallmarks of naive pluripotency in transcriptome, X chromosome reactivation, and global DNA methylation

(A) Heatmap of the RNA-seq data depicting expression levels of shared, primed, and naive pluripotency-associated marker genes in naive and primed human

PSCs.

(B) Heatmap of genes encoding proteins of the electron transport chain located in the inner membrane of mitochondria. These genes reflect the activity of

oxidative phosphorylation, are classified by the mitochondrion complex, and are hierarchically clustered.

(C) PCA of RNA-seq data from primed and naive human PSCs in this study compared with reset naive human iPSCs and pre-implantation embryo samples from

Takashima et al., 2014, Theunissen et al., 2014, and Yan et al., 2013.

(D) Representative RNA-fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) images of naive and primed human iPSCs detecting X-linked genes UTX (escapes X chro-

mosome inactivation) and HUWE1 and XIST (subject to X chromosome inactivation). UTX was analyzed to ensure only PSCs with normal X chromosome were

included in the quantification. Scale bar, 20 mm.

(E) Quantification of the RNA-FISH patterns for XISTwithHUWE1 in cells with biallelicUTX expression. 100 cells were analyzed in each cell line. Most naive human

iPSCs showed X reactivation as indicated by the biallelicHUWE1 expression. Some cells in nOSKL_3 and 4 exhibited biallelic XIST expression, which is similar to

the expression pattern of pre-implantation epiblast (Sahakyan et al., 2017; Theunissen et al., 2016).

(F) Beanplot of the global DNA methylation levels in primed and naive human PSCs analyzed using DNA methylation arrays. Horizontal lines in the beanplot

represent mean methylation beta values.

(G) PCA of global DNA methylation in primed and naive human PSCs using DNA methylation arrays.
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these EBs using Scorecard assays, which generate an algo-

rithmic score based on the expression of 96 genes analyzed

by qPCR (Figure 3B) (Bock et al., 2011). The SeV (�) PSCs

scored positively on trilineage potential, especially for meso-

derm markers, and low on pluripotency, indicating that these

EBs were well differentiated predominantly in the mesodermal

lineage. In addition, the overall score profiles were nearly iden-

tical between nH9 ESCs and SeV (�) iPSCs. In contrast, the

EBs generated from SeV (+) iPSCs showed lower trilineage

scores and higher residual pluripotency scores than the SeV

(�) PSCs. These results indicated that our method of removing

the SeV vectors resulted in naive iPSCs with trilineage differ-

entiation potential similar to naive ESCs and superior to

conventionally derived naive iPSC lines.

Naive PSCs resemble pre-implantation epiblasts in that they

have the potential to differentiate into extra-embryonic tissues,

which distinguishes them from primed PSCs. We therefore

examined the ability of nOSKL-iPSCs to differentiate into tro-

phectoderm (TE) in a defined differentiation medium (Fig-

ure 3C) (Io et al., 2021). After inducing differentiation for

3 days, nOSKL-iPSC-derived TE showed identical cell

morphology to that of the nH9-derived TE, which was clearly

distinct from that of primed H9 ESC-derived differentiated

cells (Figure 3D). We examined the expression of the TE-spe-

cific markers TACSTD2, ENPEP, and HAVCR1, as well as the

negative marker HLA-ABC (Figure 3E and 3F). After differenti-

ation, primed PSCs expressed TACSTD2 and ENPEP but not

HAVCR1. They maintained expression of HLA-ABC. In great

contrast, like nH9 cells, nOSKL-iPSCs generated by the modi-

fied system were positive for TACSTD2, ENPEP, and HAVCR1

and were negative for HLA-ABC. In some nOSKL-iPSC

clones, we observed that higher proportions of cells ex-

pressed TACSTD2 and ENPEP than nH9-derived clones.

Thus, nOSKL-iPSC clones generated with the SeV-KLF4/

miR/TS12 vector are comparable to naive ESCs in TE differen-

tiation potential.

DISCUSSION

In this study, we developed an improved method of reprogram-

ming human cells to a state of naive pluripotency. We used

LMYC instead of CMYC and modified the SeV-KLF4 vector by

introducing temperature-sensitive mutations in the viral poly-

merase gene and a target sequence for a miRNA specifically ex-

pressed in naive and primed pluripotent stem cells. We also

revised a temperature setting during reprograming and mainte-

nance of naive iPSCs. In the naive iPSCs generated by this

method, SeV vectors rapidly disappeared, and the cells showed

significantly improved potential to differentiate to trilineage and

extra-embryonic lineages. Moreover, this method also gener-

ated more naive iPSC colonies than the conventional method.

Although the mechanism for this improved yield was unclear,

we observed more floating cells after infection with TS SeV

than with TS12 SeV upon 35�C culture, which may indicate

that TS12 is less toxic than TS in this condition, contributing to

the difference in colony number. Indeed, our results indicate

that the TS modification may have had a greater impact on the

increased reprogramming efficiency than did the addition of

miRNA target sequences.

nCT2.0L_1–4 iPSCs that were generated by the conven-

tional method showed significantly lower differentiation poten-

tial in all clones than the nOSKL-iPSCs in our study. We found

that the nCT2.0L-iPSC clone with the lowest residual expres-

sion of SeV genome on day 94 after infection maintained SeV

expression similar to that of the housekeeping gene GAPDH.

Our results suggest that even this low-level expression was

sufficient to lead to persistent expression of pluripotency

genes after differentiation induction, impairing differentiation

potential.

The SNP genotyping array results showed that the naive

iPSCs generated by our method had many genomic aberra-

tions in both on-feeder and feeder-free iPSCs, similar to those

previously reported in human naive PSCs (Liu et al., 2017). It

has been shown that karyotypic abnormalities may be relatively

suppressed by changing the components of naive PSC culture

medium (Di Stefano et al., 2018). However, further optimized

culture media and reprogramming methods are needed to avert

this issue entirely.

Recently, naive human PSCs have been used not only for in-

vitro-directed differentiation to extra-embryonic tissues but

also for the study of human early development by generating

blastoids (Liu et al., 2021; Yanagida et al., 2021; Yu et al.,

2021). Our method may contribute to the development of

these technologies. Furthermore, in regenerative medicine,

naive iPSCs generated by this method will be useful in the

study of organogenesis by blastocyst complementation (Ko-

bayashi et al., 2010; Yamaguchi et al., 2017) due to their

higher pluripotency.

The revised method can also be applied to the generation of

primed iPSCs. Generally, primed iPSCs are generated through

isolation of individual colonies, which is a labor-intensive pro-

cess. One reason for this is to select iPSC cloneswithout residual

SeV or other exogenous genes. Our revised method results in

elimination of SeV vectors without this cloning step, which

Figure 3. Generation of naive PSC-derived EBs and trophectoderm

(A) Representative phase-contrast images of SeV (�) naive iPSC (nOSKL_1)- and SeV (+) naive iPSC (nCL2.0L_1)-derived EBs on day 7 after differentiation

induction. Scale bars, 100 mm.

(B) Dot plot of algorithmic scores generated by Scorecard analysis based on 96 genes’ expression per sample. n = 1 of each point.

(C) Schematic representation of the trophectoderm differentiation protocol.

(D) Representative phase-contrast images of primed ESC (H9)- and SeV (�) naive iPSC (nOSKL_4)-derived cells on day 3 after trophectoderm induction. Scale

bars, 400 mm.

(E) Quantification of TACSTD2, ENPEP, HAVCR1, and HLA-ABC expression in primed ESCs (H9), naive ESCs (nH9), SeV (�) naive iPSCs (nOSKL_4), and SeV (+)

naive iPSCs (nCT2.0L_4) by flow cytometry.

(F) Percentage of TACSTD2 (+), ENPEP (+), and HAVCR1 (+) cells by flow cytometry. Each plot shows a single experiment.
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should be useful in technologies such as autologous iPSC gen-

eration from a large number of donors, thus advancing various

disease modeling, drug discovery, and cell therapy efforts (Ma-

drid et al., 2021).

Finally, we successfully generated naive iPSCs from PBMCs,

which are easier to collect than HDFs, by changing the combina-

tion of reprogramming factors to SeV-OSKL. Moreover, we

established naive human iPSCs from HDFs in a feeder-free envi-

ronment using iMEF-conditioned medium. These features

should promote the generation of autologous iPSCs from as

many donors as the primed iPSCs, and they will enable person-

alized clinical applications of naive human iPSCs, such as eluci-

dation of infertility mechanisms by placental disease modeling

and drug discovery.

Limitations of the study
There are several limitations in this study. We used various as-

says to evaluate naive pluripotency, but we used only one clone

of reset naive PSCs as a control. It remains difficult to generate

naive human iPSCs from PBMCs under feeder-free conditions.

Even though HDFs have been successfully established in a

feeder-free environment, a xeno-free environment has not

been achieved, since we still used Matrigel as a substrate. As

is the case with primed PSCs (Cahan and Daley, 2013;

Kilpinen et al., 2017), we observed variations in quality among

established naive cell clones. Therefore, further refinement of

reprogramming methods is necessary, such as optimization of

reprogramming factor combination.
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STAR+METHODS

KEY RESOURCES TABLE

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Antibodies

Anti-Sendai Virus pAb (Polyclonal Antibody) MBL International Cat#PD029, RRID: AB_10597564

Goat anti-Rabbit IgG Secondary Antibody

Cyanine5

Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat#A10523, RRID: AB_2534032

Pacific Blue anti-human HLA-A,B,C Antibody BioLegend Cat#311418, RRID: AB_493669

Human TROP-2 (TACSTD2) Alexa Fluor

488-conjugated Antibody

R&D systems Cat#FAB650G,

RRID: not available

PE Mouse Anti-Human CD249 (ENPEP) BD Biosciences Cat#564533, RRID: AB_2738838

TIM-1 (HAVCR1) Antibody, anti-human, Biotin,

RE-Afinity

Miltenyi Biotec Cat#130-106-023, RRID: AB_2654152

APC Streptavidin BioLegend Cat#405207, RRID: not available

Bacterial and virus strains

CytoTune-iPS 2.0 ID Pharma, Japan Cat# 69000-41

CytoTune-iPS 2.0L ID Pharma, Japan Cat# 69020-81

CytoTuneEX-iPS (containing SeV18 + KLF4/

PmiR367T2/TSDF)

ID Pharma, Japan Cat# 69060-61

SeV18 + KLF4/TS12DF ID Pharma, Japan This paper

SeV18 + KLF4/PmiR367T2/TS12DF ID Pharma, Japan This paper

Chemicals, peptides, and recombinant proteins

CHIR99021 Sigma-Aldrich Cat#SML1046

PD0325901 Sigma-Aldrich Cat#PZ0162

Gö6983 Sigma-Aldrich Cat#G1918

Recombinant Human LIF Peprotech Cat#300-05

Y-27632 (hydrochloride) Wako Cat#036-24023

DMEM/Ham’s F-12 Sigma-Aldrich Cat#D6421

NDiff227 Takara Bio Cat#Y40002

Matrigel ESC qualified Matrix Corning Cat#CLS354277

iMatrix-511 (Laminin-E8) Nippi, Japan Cat#892012

Stem-Cellbanker Takara Bio Cat#CB045

Cell Banker 1 Takara Bio Cat#CB011

Bovine Albumin Fraction V (7.5% solution) Gibco Cat#15260037

Dimethyl sulfoxide Sigma-Aldrich Cat#D2650

Accutase Innovative Cell Technologies Cat#AT104

A83-01 Wako Cat#039-24111

JAK Inhibitor I Sigma-Aldrich Cat#420099

Recombinant Human BMP-4 Protein R&D systems Cat#314-BP

7-AAD Viability Staining Solution BioLegend Cat#420403

StemFit AK02N Takara Bio Cat#AK02N

DMEM (4.5 g/L Glucose) with L-Gln, without

Sodium Pyruvate, liquid

Nacalai Tesque Cat#08459-64

StemSpan ACF STEMCELL Technologies Cat#09860

Recombinant Human SCF Protein R&D systems Cat#255-SC

Recombinant Human Thrombopoietin

(NS0-expressed) Protein

R&D systems Cat#288-TPN

Recombinant Human Flt-3 Ligand/FLT3L Protein R&D systems Cat#308-FK

Recombinant Human IL-6 Protein R&D systems Cat#206-IL
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Continued

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Recombinant Human IL-3 Protein R&D systems Cat#203-IL

4%-Paraformaldehyde Phosphate Buffer Solution Nacalai Tesque Cat#09154-85

Triton X-100 Nacalai Tesque Cat#35501-15

Hydrochloric Acid Wako Cat#080-01066

DMEM/F-12, GlutaMAX supplement Gibco 10565018

2-Mercaptoethanol Gibco 21985023

MEM Non-Essential Amino Acids Solution (100X) Gibco 11140050

Critical commercial assays

AllPrep DNA/RNA Mini Kit QIAGEN Cat#80284

RNase-Free DNase Set QIAGEN Cat#79256

NucleoSpin miRNA MACHEREY-NAGEL Cat#740971.50

PrimeScript RT Master Mix Takara Bio Cat#RR036B

TaqMan Advanced miRNA Assays Applied Biosystems Cat#A25576

Fast SYBR Green Master Mix Applied Biosystems Cat#4385612

TaqMan Fast Advanced Master Mix Applied Biosystems Cat#4444557

TaqMan hPSC Scorecard Kit, 384-well Applied Biosystems Cat#A15872

TaqMan hPSC Scorecard Panel, Fast 96-well Applied Biosystems Cat#A15876

TruSeq Stranded Total RNA Library Prep Gold Illumina Cat#20020599

HiSeq PE Cluster Kit v4-cBot Illumina Cat#PE-401-4001

HiSeq SBS Kit v4 Illumina Cat#FC-401-4003

NovaSeq 6000 S1 Reagent Kit v1.5 Illumina Cat#20028318

NextSeq 500/550 High Output Kit v2.5 Illumina Cat#FC-404-2005

EZ DNA Methylation Kit Zymo Research Cat#D5001

Infinium HumanMethylation450 BeadChip Kit Illumina Cat#WG-314-1003

Infinium MethylationEPIC BeadChip Kit Illumina Cat#WG-317-1001

Infinium OmniExpress24 v1.3 DNA Analysis Kit Illumina Cat#20024631

Deposited data

RNA-seq, DNA methylation array and SNP

genotyping array data

This paper GEO: GSE179476

Raw images and analyzed data This paper https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7101941

Systematic Identification of Defined Conditions for

Induction and Maintenance of Naive Human

Pluripotency

Theunissen et al. (2014) GEO: GSE59435

Molecular Criteria for Defining the Naive Human

Pluripotent State

Theunissen et al. (2016) GEO: GSE75868

Tracing pluripotency of human early embryos and

embryonic stem cells by single cell RNA-seq

Yan et al. (2013) GEO: GSE36552

RNA sequencing of conventional and reset human

pluripotent stem cells

Takashima et al. (2014) ArrayExpress: E-MTAB-2857

Experimental models: Cell lines

Human embryonic stem cell line: H9 (WA09) WiCell Research Institute hPSCreg ID: WAe009-A

Human induced pluripotent stem cell line: 201B7 Kyoto University hPSCreg ID: KUIFMSi004-C

Human dermal fibroblast: TIG113 JCRB Cell Bank ID: JCRB0539

Human dermal fibroblast: TIG120 JCRB Cell Bank ID: JCRB0542

Human peripheral blood mononuclear cells

(ID:HHU20120815)

Cellular Technology Ltd. CTL-UP1

Human peripheral blood mononuclear cells

(ID:HHU20140120)

Cellular Technology Ltd. CTL-UP1

CF1 mouse embryonic fibroblasts, irradiated ThermoFisher Scientific A34181
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RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Akira

Kunitomi: akira.kunitomi@gladstone.ucsf.edu.

Continued

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Oligonucleotides

SEV (Mr04269880_mr) ThermoFisher Scientific Cat#4331182

GAPDH (Hs02786624_g1) ThermoFisher Scientific Cat#4331182

hsa-miR-367-3p (478066_mir) ThermoFisher Scientific Cat#A25576

hsa-miR-423-3p (478327_mir) ThermoFisher Scientific Cat#A25576

Primer: SOX2 to M in SeV-KOS

Forward: CTGCCCCTCTCACACATGT

Reverse: GGGCTCCACAGTACCGTTAT

This paper N/A

Primer: LMYC to L in SeV-LMYC

Forward: GAAAAGACAGCTCCGATGCC

Reverse: CCTGCCCATCCATGACCTAG

This paper N/A

Primer: HN to CMYC in SeV-CMYC

Forward: CTCTCAGTCTCTTACGTCTCTCA

Reverse: CCTCCTCGTCGCAGTAGAAA

This paper N/A

Primer: Leader to KLF4 in SeV-KLF4

Forward: TTCCAGACCCTTTGCTTTGC

Reverse: GCGAACGTGGAGAAAGATGG

This paper N/A

Primer: GAPDH

Forward: TGCACCACCAACTGCTTAGC

Reverse: TCTTCTGGGTGGCAGTGATG

This paper N/A

Software and algorithms

Graphpad Prism 9 GraphPad Software https://www.graphpad.com/scientific-software/

prism/

FlowJo software 10.6.1 FlowJo, LCC https://www.flowjo.com/

bcl2fastq v2.17.1.14 Illumina https://support.illumina.com/sequencing/

sequencing_software/bcl2fastq-conversion-

software.html

long-rna-seq-pipeline v2.3.4. ENCODE DCC https://github.com/ENCODE-DCC/long-rna-seq-

pipeline/releases/tag/v2.3.4

STAR 2.5.1b Dobin et al. (2013) https://github.com/alexdobin/STAR

RSEM 1.2.23 Li and Dewey (2011) https://github.com/deweylab/RSEM/releases/

tag/v1.2.23

Subread 1.5.1 Liao et al. (2014) https://sourceforge.net/projects/subread/files/

subread-1.5.1/

GenomeStudio V2011.1 Illumina https://support.illumina.com/downloads/

genomestudio_software_20111.html

R 3.6.3 The R Foundation for

Statistical Computing

http://www.R-project.org/

Minfi Aryee et al. (2014) https://bioconductor.org/packages/release/

bioc/html/minfi.html

GenomeStudio v2.0.4 Illumina https://support.illumina.com/downloads/

genomestudio-2-0.html

PennCNV 1.0.3 Wang et al. (2007) https://www.openbioinformatics.org/penncnv/

penncnv_installation.html

Mosaic Alteration Detection-MAD (1.0.1) González et al. (2011) https://github.com/isglobal-brge/MAD/

GWAS tools (1.16.1) Gogarten et al. (2012) https://www.bioconductor.org/packages/release/

bioc/html/GWASTools.html
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Materials availability
All unique/stable reagents generated in this study, including modified SeV-KLF4 vectors, are available from the lead contact with a

completed Materials Transfer Agreement.

Data and code availability
d RNA-sequencing, DNAmethylation array and SNP genotyping array data are accessible in theGene Expression Omnibus data-

base of the National Center for Biotechnology Information website. Accession numbers are listed in the key resources table.

The original image data, numerical data and processed sequencing and array data that were not shown in the paper have

been deposited at Zenodo and are publicly available as of the date of publication. The DOI is listed in the key resources table.

d This paper does not report original code.

d Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the lead contact upon request.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

We obtained HDFs collected under informed consent from the Tokyo Metropolitan Institute of Gerontology (Kondo and Yonezawa,

1995). iMEFs were purchased from ThermoFischer Scientific and PBMCs were purchased from Cellular Technology Limited (CTL).

Primed and naive ESC clones were obtained from WiCELL (Thomson et al., 1998) and Kyoto University (Takashima et al., 2014). All

cells except naive PSCs were cultured in humidified incubators at 37�C in 5%CO2 and 20%O2, and naive PSCs were cultured under

5% O2 throughout. Recombinant DNA experiments in this study were carried out under the approval of Kyoto University and The J.

David Gladstone Institutes.

METHOD DETAILS

Cell culture
HDFs and iMEFs were maintained in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle medium (DMEM, Nacalai Tesque) supplemented with 10% fetal

bovine serum (FBS, Japan Bio Serum). The day before naive PSCs were plated, iMEF cells were seeded in cell culture dishes at

a concentration of 25,000 cells/cm2 and cultured overnight. The next day, the cells were washed twice with PBS(�) before plating.

PBMCs were cultured in StemSpan ACF (STEMCELL) with 100 ng/mL human SCF (R&D), 100 ng/mL human TPO (R&D), 100 ng/mL

human Flt3/Flk2 (R&D), 50 ng/mL human IL-6 (R&D), and 20 ng/mL human IL-3 (R&D) for 5 days before the SeV vector infection.

Primed PSCs were maintained in StemFit AK02N medium (Ajinomoto) on laminin 511-E8 fragments (iMatrix-511, Nippi)-coated

plates. Naive PSCs were cultured on iMEFs and maintained in t2iLGö (Takashima et al., 2014) medium composed of N2B27medium

(NDiff227, Takara Bio) with 1 mM CHIR99021 (Merck), 1 mM PD0325901 (Merck), 10 mg/mL human LIF (Peprotech), and 2.5 mM

Gö6983 (Merck). Medium was changed every other day and 10 mM Y27632 (Wako) was added just before every medium change.

Naive iPSCs were passaged every 3–4 days using Accutase (Innovative Cell Technologies).

Construction of modified SeV-KLF4 vectors
The insert sequence containing the open reading frame of humanKLF4 genewas constructed by PCR fromcDNAs usingNotI-tagged

gene-specific forward and reverse primers including SeV-specific transcriptional regulatory signal sequences. The point mutations

on the TS and TS12 backbones are reported elsewhere (Schlaeger, 2018). The sequence of miR367T2, which is inserted after the P

gene is TCACCATTGCTAAAGTGCAATTcgatTCACCATTGCTAAAGTGCAATT.

The method for constructing the plasmids that contain the F gene deficient SeV vector backbone is described elsewhere (Inoue

et al., 2003), and in principle the same method was used to construct plasmids pSeV18 + KLF4/TS12DF, pSeV18 + KLF4/

PmiR367T2/TSDF and pSeV18 +KLF4/PmiR367T2/TS12DF (collectively, ‘‘SeV-KLF4 vector plasmids’’), which contain the additional

mutations and insert as described above.

The recovery and propagation of SeV-KLF4 vectors from the SeV-KLF4 vector plasmids were performed as previously described

(Komuta et al., 2016).

Reprogramming of human somatic cells into naive or primed iPSCs
In the conventional method, HDFs or PBMCswere reprogrammedwith the CytoTune-iPS 2.0 or 2.0L reprogramming kit. In this study,

we replaced the KLF4/TS vector originally supplied with the kit, with one of the modified SeV-KLF4 vectors: KLF4/TS12, KLF4/

PmiR367 T2/TS or KLF4/PmiR367T2/TS12. Cells were incubated at 35�C until the naive or primed iPSC colony generation. After

the first passage of the generated iPSCs (usually day 14 for naive iPSCs and day 21 for primed iPSCs), the incubation temperature

was changed to 38�C to remove the SeV vectors. After removal of the SeV vectors (day 34 when SeV-KLF4/PmiR367T2/TS12 was

used), the temperature was changed to 37�C. In naive PSC reprogramming, the incubator was set to 5% O2 after the SeV vector

infection.

HDFs were initially maintained in DMEM (Nacalai Tesque) supplemented with 10% FBS. At day 0, the cells were counted and in-

fected with three SeV vectors: 1) polycistronic KLF4-OCT4-SOX2, 2) CMYC or LMYC, and 3) KLF4 at a multiplicity of infection of 5,
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respectively. From day 1, the medium was changed every other day. At day 5, the cells for naive reprogramming were reseeded on

iMEF feeder cells, and the cells for primed reprogramming were reseeded on laminin 511-E8 fragment-coated plates. The next day

the medium was changed to the respective PSC medium.

In PBMC reprogramming, PBMCs were cultured for 5 days in the StemSpan ACF based medium described in the cell culture sec-

tion. At day 0, the cells were counted and infected with the three SeV vectors using the same reprogramming procedure as for HDFs.

At day 1, the cells were counted and reseeded in the same conditions as for HDF reprogramming. Beginning on day 2 and then every

other day, the same amount of PSC medium was added as day 1. At day 8, the medium was completely changed to PSC medium.

Preparation of iMEF conditioned t2iLGö medium for feeder-free naive iPSC culture
iMEF cells were seeded in cell culture dishes at a concentration of 25,000/cm2 cells and cultured in fibroblast medium (DMEM with

10% Fetal bovine serum) overnight. The next day, the cells were washed twice with PBS(�) and replaced with t2iLGö medium and

cultured in a 37�CCO2 incubator for 24 h. The next day, the mediumwas collected using theMILLEX-HP 0.45 mm low protein binding

filter (Merck) and used for feeder-free PSC culture.

Generation of feeder-free naive iPSCs from fibroblasts
Naive iPS cells were reprogrammed in on-feeder culture according to the protocol described above. At the first passage, iMEFs were

removed by incubating naive PSCs for 2 h at 37�C on a gelatin-coated dish. This procedure was repeated in the next passage to

completely remove the iMEFs. After collection, naive iPS cells were resuspended in iMEF conditioned medium plus 10 mM

Y27632 (Wako) and seeded into culture dishes that had been incubated withMatrigel (hESC-qualified, Corning) at 37�C for 1 h before

seeding. Following the seeding, the culture temperature was raised to 38�C to remove SeV vectors until SeV genome was not de-

tected by qPCR.

RNA, DNA and miRNA extraction and real-time quantitative PCR (qPCR)
iMEFs were removed by incubating naive PSCs for 2 h at 37�C on a gelatin-coated dish before sampling for nucleic acid extraction.

Total RNA and DNAwere extracted from cell lysates using the AllPrep DNA/RNAMini Kit (QIAGEN), and the RNA was incubated with

RNase-Free DNase Set (QIAGEN) to remove genomic DNA. MicroRNA (miRNA) was extracted using NucleoSpin miRNA

(MACHEREY-NAGEL). For qPCR, the reverse transcription reaction was performed with 1 mg of DNase-treated RNA using

PrimeScript RTMaster Mix (Takara) containing oligo dT primer and random 6mers. cDNA was synthesized using TaqMan Advanced

miRNA Assays (Applied Biosystems). qPCR including Scorecard analysis was performed on StepOne Plus (Applied Biosystems) or

QuantStudio3 (Applied Biosystems) using TaqMan Fast AdvancedMaster Mix (Applied Biosystems) or Fast SYBRGreenMaster Mix

(Applied Biosystems) according to the manufacturer’s protocol.

RNA sequencing and data analysis
RNA sequencing libraries weremade from 100 ng of total RNA as starting materials with the TruSeq Stranded Total RNA Library Prep

Gold (Illumina) following the manufacturer’s protocol. For Hiseq2500, clusters were generated with the HiSeq PE Cluster Kit v4-cBot

(Illumina) using illumina cBot. Sequencing was performed with the HiSeq SBS Kit v4 using HiSeq2500 (23 126 PE mode). NovaSeq

6000 (2 3 101 PE mode) with the NovaSeq 6000 S1 Reagent Kit v1.5 (Illumina) and NextSeq 500 (76 SE mode) with the NextSeq

500/550 High Output Kit v2.5 was also used for sequencing. FASTQ files were generated from bcl files using bcl2fastq v2.17.1.14

(Illumina) and processed using ENCODE long-rna-seq-pipeline v2.3.4. Briefly, the sequenced reads were mapped to the human

reference genome (GRCh38) using STAR 2.5.1b (Dobin et al., 2013) with GENCODE v24 gene annotations, the normalized gene

expression data was calculated using RSEM1.2.23 (Li and Dewey, 2011), and the gene count data was obtained using featureCounts

bundled in Subread 1.5.1(Liao et al., 2014). For the characterization of our PSC lines, the datasets of GSE59435 (Theunissen et al.,

2014) and GSE75868 (Theunissen et al., 2016) obtained from GEO and supplemental data in Yan et al. (2013) and Takashima et al.

(2014) were used. The expression values of 4,720 genes included in all data were normalized by quantile among samples, and

z-scores for each genewere used for the PCA. Log2-scaled, quantile normalized FPKMvalueswere used for the expression heatmap

of PSC markers and oxidative phosphorylation-related genes.

DNA methylation analysis
The bisulfite conversion of 500 ng genomic DNA was performed using the EZ DNA Methylation Kit (Zymo Research), and the global

DNA methylation status was profiled using Infinium Human Methylation 450K or EPIC BeadChip Kit (illumina) according to the man-

ufacturer’s protocols. After exporting the DNA methylation values using GenomeStudio V2011.1, data processing was conducted

using the ‘‘minfi’’ package in R 3.6.3 (Aryee et al., 2014). In total, 424,444 probes common between 450K and EPIC and not located

at known SNP sites were used for the PCA of PSC samples.

RNA-FISH
Dissociated naive iPSCs were incubated on a gelatin-coated dish for 2 h at 37�C to remove iMEF feeder cells. Then the cells were

seeded on Matrigel-coated slides in PSC medium. The next day, the cells were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 15 min at room

temperature. The slides were treated with 0.2 M HCl for 20 min, permeabilized with 0.2% Triton X-100 for 10 min, digested with
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pepsin solution (0.005% in 0.1 M HCl) at 37�C for 2–6 min, and dehydrated. Bacterial artificial chromosomes (BACs) RP11-155O24

and RP11-256P2 were used to generate HUWE1 and UTX RNA FISH probes, respectively. BAC DNAs were labeled by nick-

translation with Cy5-dUTP (RP11-155O24) and Cy3-dUTP (RP11-256P2). The labeled probes and the XIST RNA FISH probe

(Chromosome Science Labo) were mixed with sonicated salmon sperm DNA and Cot-1 DNA in hybridization solution. The probes

were denatured at 85�C for 10 min, applied to the pretreated slides, covered with cover slips, and hybridized at 37�C overnight.

The slides were then washed with 50% formamide/2xSSC at 37�C for 20min, 1xSSC for 15min at room temperature, counterstained

using DAPI, andmounted. The FISH imageswere capturedwith the CW4000 FISH application program (LeicaMicrosystems Imaging

Solution) using a cooled CCD camera mounted on a Leica DMRA2 microscope.

In vitro differentiation
For embryoid body formation, 10,000 naive PSCs were plated per well of CELLSTAR 96 well V-bottom plates (Greiner) with 100 mL of

differentiation media: DMEM/F12, GlutaMAX supplement (Gibco) with 20% fetal bovine serum supplemented with 55 mM

2-mercaptoethanol (2ME) (Gibco) and 100X MEM non-essential amino acids (NEAA) (Invitrogen). After 2 days, 100 mL of medium

was added per well. Subsequently, the medium was changed every other day by half, i.e., 100 mL. The cells were harvested at

day7 after differentiation induction, and the total RNA was extracted for Scorecard analysis.

Naive PSC-derived trophectoderm (TE) differentiation
For TE differentiation, naive PSCs were dissociated, and iMEF feeder cells were removed as described above. 500,000 cells were

plated in laminin 511-E8 (0.15 mg/cm2 iMatrix 511; Nippi)-coated 6 wells with initial TE differentiation medium: Ndiff227, 2 mM

A83-01 (Wako), 2 mM PD0325921 (Sigma) and 10 ng/mL BMP4 (R&D). The following day, the medium was changed to Ndiff227,

2 mM A83-01 (Wako), 2 mM PD0325921 (Sigma) and 1 mg/mL JAK inhibitor I (Sigma). The next day, the medium was changed again.

At day 3, we harvested the cells using Accutase (Innovative Cell Technologies) for 30 min and analyzed TACSTD2, ENPEP, HAVCR1

and HLA-ABC expression by flow cytometry.

Flow cytometry
Dissociated cells were stained on ice for 20 min with Alexa Fluor 488-conjugated TROP-2 (TACSTD2), PE-conjugated CD249

(ENPEP), Tim-1 (HAVCR1) biotinylated antibody, and Pacific Blue-conjugated HLA-ABC antibody. After washing, APC Streptavidin

was applied and incubated on ice for 20 min. Analyses were performed using the BD LSR Fortessa (BD Biosciences) and FACSAria II

(BD Biosciences) flow cytometer equipped with FACS Diva software (BD biosciences). The data were analyzed using FlowJo soft-

ware (LLC).

SNP genotyping array
Copy number variation (CNV) was evaluated with SNP genotyping array. Genomic DNA was hybridized onto the Infinium

OmniExpress24 v1.3 DNA Analysis Kit (Illumina), and intensities were scanned by iScan (Illumina) following the manufacturer’s pro-

tocol. After exporting a final report using GenomeStudio (2.0.4) (Illumina), CNV analysis was performed with PennCNV (1.0.3) (Wang

et al., 2007), Mosaic Alteration Detection-MAD (1.0.1) (González et al., 2011) and GWAS tools (1.16.1) (Gogarten et al., 2012). Only

CNVs in test samples against control samples were reported. Log R Ratios and B-Allele Frequencies were visualized with

GenomeStudio.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Exact n values are described in the relevant figure legends. Statistical significance was determined using a two-tailed unpaired Stu-

dent’s t test and Prism software (GraphPad). p < 0.05 were considered significant and are indicated by asterisks in the figures. Error

bars represent the mean ± s.d.
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